Motions of Earth, Sun & Moon Review
1) What you must know and understand:
> Apparent motion: Daily motion of the Sun, Moon, and stars as seen from Earth.
> Actual motions: Rotation of Earth. Revolution of Earth and Moon.
> Geocentric and Heliocentric models.
> Lunar motions: Revolution and rotation of the Moon.
> Lunar phases.
> Apparent diameter of the Moon
> Apparent and real solar motions (daily and annually):
> Where Sun rises and sets at different times of the year (solstices & equinoxes).
> Rate of apparent daily motion (15°/hr)
> Rate of revolution of Earth around the Sun (aprox. 1°/day)
> Sun’s daily path at different times of the year (solstices & equinox) including:
> Location of sunrise and sunset
> Maximum daily altitude
> Direction of a shadow cast by a stick at a given time and date.
> Apparent diameter of Sun at different times of the year.
> Seasons
> Maximum & minimum duration of insolation
> Maximum & minimum intensity of insolation
> Motions of the Foucault pendulum (and why it occurs)
> Coriolis effect (and why it occurs)
> Solar and lunar eclipses
> Understand tides
> Understand star trails
2) What you must be able to do:

> Interpret orbital diagrams:
> Which season is it?
> Where are Sun’s rays directly overhead?
> Which location receives maximum or minimum duration of insolation.
> Where and when is maximum solar intensity.
> Interpret and/or draw celestial sphere diagrams.
> Draw daily path of Sun for solstices and equinox in NYS.
> Locate the position of the Sun on a particular day and time.
> Draw the shadow of a stick at a particular date and time.
> Find angle of insolation.
> Match Moon/Earth/Sun position with moon phase.
> Match Moon/Sun position with tides.
3) Vocabulary:

a) duration
b) insolation
c) zenith
d) eclipse (solar/lunar)
e) apparent diameter
h) Tropic of Cancer
k) new moon
n) waxing
q) Coriolis effect
t) neap tide

f) altitude
g) revolution
h) rotation
i) orbit
f) solstice
i) Tropic of Capricorn
l) gibbous
o) celestial
r) Foucault pendulum
u) Heliocentric

k) gravity
l) velocity
m) apparent motion
n) real motion
g) equinox
j) full moon
m) waning
p) star trails
s) Spring tide
v) Geocentric

